New Haven, we have a blockbuster. Director Ron Howard's 1995 historical drama based on the star-crossed Apollo 13 moon mission was avidly embraced by audiences, earning over $350 million at the box office and becoming the third highest-grossing film of the year. The film was celebrated for its artistry as well as its thrills, earning nine Academy Award nominations with wins for Film Editing and Sound. "APOLLO 13 unfolds with perfect immediacy, drawing viewers into the nail-biting suspense of a spellbinding true story," wrote Janet Maslin. Gene Siskel called the film a "major, rousing, thoroughly professional Hollywood entertainment that will dazzle you with its re-creations of historical events." "While the events of this motion picture may depict NASA's finest hour," claimed James Berardinelli, “the release of APOLLO 13 represents Ron Howard's.”

Howard first directed the film's star, Tom Hanks, in SPLASH (1984), which provided Hanks's first leading role in a film, and he has since directed him in THE DA VINCI CODE (2006) and its sequel ANGELS & DEMONS (2009). Hanks was commended for his portrayal of astronaut Jim Lovell, a role that solidified his place as contemporary cinema's “American Everyman, an exemplar of boyish goodwill and moral force,” in the words of Dave Kehr. Hanks was drawn to the film by his lifelong fascination with the space program, and remarked, “I've always wanted to play an astronaut. I've always wanted to shoot a vast section of a movie completely encapsulated by nothing but metal, glass, and switches, and I finally have a chance to do that. So this is real come-true stuff here.”

NASA granted APOLLO 13 permission to film aboard their KC-135 Zero Gravity Trainer, colloquially known as the Vomit Comet. Used to acclimate astronauts to weightlessness, the aircraft flies in large parabolic arcs, climbing and descending 10,000 feet each minute with alternating zero-g and two-g forces affecting all aboard. The eleven-person cast and crew filmed in the plane for 13 days over a four-week period, going through 612 arcs and recording just under four hours of weightless shots, none much more than 20 seconds in duration. The plane's noisy engines meant audio for these scenes had to be recorded later (note how little the actors speak while floating).

The work on the ground was no less demanding. The production needed three full-size replicas of both the command module and the lunar module, two sets for simultaneous shooting on different soundstages and one set for use on the KC-135. This project was guided by Max Ary of the Kansas Cosmosphere and Space Center, who worked from the original Apollo 13 plans and drew upon his own collection of actual Apollo components. The modules needed to look as authentic as possible, but with multiple breakaway parts to allow for flexibility with lighting and camera positions. A team of 45 worked five months to construct the modules, which each contained over 1,100 toggle switches and 1,500 supplemental items like hoses and filters. Most scenes inside the ship were shot on Universal Studios stages that were frequently chilled to 34 degrees and then misted to create the conditions necessary to see the condensation of the actors' breath. Signs describing frostbite symptoms were posted on the stages' walls, and the crew worked in parkas during this 30-day portion of the shoot.
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